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Take a small number of words or phrases (between 2 and 5) and carry out a corpus- 

based study to show how they are used in similar or different ways. Choose 

words/phrases which are interesting in some way - e.g. your students often confuse 

them; they cause problems for translators working with a specific language; you 

yourself have difficulty deciding when to use one or the other. Examples of 

words/phrases which have been studied in the past include: between and through; 

immense, enormous and massive; reason to and reason for; on the other hand and on 

the contrary. Be sure to reflect critically on your methodology. (Note that you should 

not repeat these studies, which are mentioned as examples, but should choose 

different sets of words.) 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

  
This paper carries out a corpus-based study on the words ‘specially’ and ‘especially’ 

to examine their similarities and/or differences in usage. Following from the 

introduction is the literature review while Section 3 outlines the procedures employed 

in analyzing the two words. Section 4 presents the analysis of corpus data in 

identifying collocation, phraseology and semantic prosody of ‘specially’ and 

‘especially’ before Section 5 summarizes the findings and discusses issues and topics 

surfaced in the process of analysis. It was observed that while both words express 

particularity, ‘specially’ typically emphasizes action while ‘especially' highlights 

information. Limitations of methodology employed, modification to procedures and 

practical applications to language teaching, learning and usage were discussed before 

the essay was concluded. 

  
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

  
A corpus is defined as a collection of texts representative of a language or language 

variety, stored electronically for the purpose of linguistic research (Sinclair 2005). 

Empirical examinations of corpus data would surface variation in language use, 

collocation, phraseology and semantic prosody, complementing intuitive knowledge 

of word-combination possibilities in language contexts (Hunston 2002).  

  
Of interest to this essay is the application of corpus analysis in identifying collocation 

patterns and resulting semantic prosodies to highlight similarities and/or differences in 

word usage. Collocation refers to the “co-occurrence of words” (Sinclair 2000:200), 

reflecting their tendencies to appear near one another in line with the idiom principle, 

unless in exceptional situations, in which case requires a switch to the open-choice 

principle. Collocation comprises downward and upward collocation, the former being 

the collocation of nodes with less frequent collocates, allowing for semantic analyses 
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of word combinations. Upward collocation refers to collocation of nodes with higher 

frequency collocates, representing weaker patterns (Sinclair 1991), surfacing 

“phraseological features, features of characteristic usage” (Danielsson 2003:117). 

Further scrutiny of collocation and phraseology would reveal the semantic prosodies 

of word combinations, the linguistic phenomenon of words or phrases becoming 

positively or negatively coloured in meaning through their frequent collocates (Louw 

1993). Corpus-based studies such as the investigation of synonymous adverbs 

‘broadly’ and ‘largely’ by Tognini-Bonelli (2001) and the discussion of effectiveness 

of corpus evidence in differentiating synonyms such as ‘finally’ and ‘lastly’ for 

teaching and learning in Tsui (2005) exhibit the usefulness of such corpus analysis in 

distinguishing synonyms, encouraging the methodology of this paper. 

  
Quantitative collocation investigation into associative strength and relative 

significance of collocations will substantiate qualitative observations from 

concordance. The t score is a measure of statistical significance of observed 

frequencies with the consideration of the probability of the node appearing with a 

particular word out of all tokens within the specified span (Manning 1999). High t 

scores signal significant pairs where collocates have high probabilities of occurring 

with the node. T scores are influenced by sample sizes, with a larger sample 

generating greater significance of observed frequencies. The Mutual Information (MI) 

score is a measure of collocation strength, with a higher score indicative of greater 

attraction between node and collocate. Unaffected by sample size, it has the advantage 

of being applicable across corpora of different sizes (Hunston 2002). Collocations 

scoring on significance with high t scores will not necessarily be as strongly 

associated and vice versa. For example in ‘well attested’, ‘well’ is the third most 

significant collocate of ‘attested’ at t score 5.94 but ranks fifteenth in association 

strength with an MI score of 4.03 in all 277 occurrences within the Bank of English 
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(BoE) corpus. Thus, with the objective of result rigorousness, both measures will be 

employed with qualitative corpus analysis in this study to identify strong and 

significant collocations, the methodology of which will be detailed in the following 

section.  

 
3. PROCEDURE  

  
The decision to examine synonyms ‘specially’ and ‘especially’ stemmed from a 

discussion with students during an English writing lesson, in which students were 

vexed by the words’ intuitively similar meanings and usage, and requested for 

clarification on differences between the two words. Oxford Dictionaries Online (2014) 

defines ‘specially’ as “for a special purpose” while ‘especially’ is “used to single out 

one person or thing over all others” or means “to a great extent”. While such 

definitions attempt to explain the words, further examination of their usage patterns 

would provide a better understanding of their similarities and/or differences. The 

objective of this essay then is to obtain more precise descriptions of both words to 

increase word usage accuracy, via surfacing typical usage patterns that differentiate 

the words. 

 
The corpus employed in the analysis is the BoE monitor corpus, which provides a 

comprehensive database of words from various news publications. Its large population 

size would allow efficient sampling of random data for better representation of the 

corpus. For an initial impression of word usage, the BoE revealed ‘especially’ as more 

commonly used than ‘specially’, appearing in 69102 concordance lines compared to 

6463 respectively. To study usage trends, 100-line concordance samples for both 

nodes will be obtained via the corpus’ simple query function, which would generate 

manageable yet randomized samples representative of the corpus, suitable for a 

preliminary study, while a 4:4 span will be adopted in sieving collocates, it being the 
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“usual range of influence of the node on its environment” (Sinclair, Mason, Ball and 

Barnbrook 1997:240-241). An examination of t and MI scores of typically co-

occurring words within these concordance samples will identify strong and significant 

collocates, which will be analysed to surface typical usage patterns with the nodes. 

Sinclair’s four-stage model outlined in Sinclair (1998) will then be employed to reveal 

the semantic prosodies of these node-collocate patterns and further illustrate the 

typical uses and objectives of ‘specially’ and ‘especially’. The next section presents 

the analysis conducted. 

 
4. ANALYSIS  

 
This section presents the findings from examining the concordance samples of 

‘specially’ and ‘especially’. Collocations and resulting phraseology will be surfaced 

and discussed, following which a comparison of semantic prosodies will be made, 

highlighting similarities and differences in word usage. It must be iterated here that 

this analysis may only be taken as exploratory due to the small samples examined.  

 
4.1 COLLOCATION AND PHRASEOLOGY 

 
To identify the actual collocates for both nodes, MI and t scores for collocating words 

in the concordance samples were examined. As mentioned in Section 2, MI 

approximates the association strength between node and collocate to effectively 

surface strong collocations (Manning 1999) while the t test computes the confidence 

with which collocation may be asserted (Collins Wordbanks Online 2008), 

constituting a rigorous collocation identification procedure. Words with high t and MI 

scores were identified as strong and likely collocates of ‘specially’ and ‘especially’ 

and listed in descending frequency of occurrence with the nodes respectively in tables 

4.1 and 4.2.  
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Collocates - 'Specially' Occurrence with Node t score MI score 

designed 21 4.57 8.13 

for 21 3.04 1.57 

with 11 1.75 1.08 

made 9 2.78 3.78 

trained 5 2.22 7.24 

commissioned 4 1.99 8.56 

created 4 1.97 5.94 

prepared 4 1.96 5.72 

built 4 1.95 5.47 

team 4 1.85 3.72 

fitted 3 1.72 7.45 

computer 3 1.67 4.92 

Table 4.1: ‘Specially’ Collocates 

From Table 4.1, ‘specially’ was observed to have 12 collocates comprising eight verbs 

and two each of prepositions and nouns. ‘Designed’ was the most frequent verb 

collocate at 21 instances and together with ‘made’, ‘created’, ‘prepared’ and ‘built’ 

depicted creation of inanimate items such as “specially designed scene”. Exceptions 

were the instance of ‘built’ in “specially-designed purpose-built beds” and all 

instances of ‘fitted’, which were not modified by ‘specially’ but occurred within 

proximity, and the employment of ‘made’ in “woman is specially made” which 

likened women to objects; this will be further discussed in the section on semantic 

prosody. ‘Trained’ and ‘commissioned’ depicted interaction activities, with the former 

involving animate parties as in “specially trained professionals” and the latter 

signalling communication. ‘Commissioned’ scored highest for MI among all (verb) 

collocates at 8.56, signalling its strong tendency of use with ‘specially’, while 

‘designed’ at the next highest MI score of 8.13 was ascertained as the most typical 
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collocate of ‘specially’ with the highest t score of 4.57. From these observations, it has 

been deduced that ‘specially’ is frequently used to highlight actions, particularly those 

involving creation or particular types of communication. 

  
In contrast, ‘especially’ was not observed to collocate with verbs, but instead with 

adverb ‘when’ and adjective ‘good’, detailed in Table 4.2. ‘When’ was employed in 

all but one instance to emphasize situations that would bring about other situations, 

such as in “he gave me hope, especially when he said”, where what was said brought 

hope to the writer. The exception “when many councils especially small authorities” 

served instead to highlight a specific entity from a more generic category. ‘Good’ 

appeared with ‘especially’ in two instances to depict exceptional traits such as in 

“especially good in art”. The above collocations revealed the use of ‘especially’ in 

highlighting information.  

Collocates - 'Especially' Occurrence with Node t score MI score 

in 29 2.69 1.00 

with 11 1.75 1.08 

when 8 2.20 2.17 

women 5 2.07 3.71 

facts 3 1.71 6.65 

good 3 1.35 2.19 

Table 4.2: ‘Especially’ Collocates 

Similar to ‘specially’, ‘especially’ collocated with two each of prepositions and nouns, 

particularly having the strongest association with ‘facts’ at MI score of 6.65 and most 

typical collocate ‘in’ at 29 instances of occurrence with the node and t score of 2.69. 

Comparing the most frequent preposition collocates ‘for’ and ‘in’ of ‘specially’ and 

‘especially’ respectively, it was observed that ‘in’ scored relatively lower for both t 

and MI scores compared to ‘for’, making it a slightly weaker collocate compared to 
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‘for’. ‘For’ was employed with ‘specially’ to emphasize purpose such as “specially for 

Buster”, while 22 of 29 occurrences of ‘in’ with ‘especially’ signalled particular 

locations such as “especially in America”. Thus, it may be interpreted that ‘specially’ 

is typically used with prepositions to emphasize purposeful actions while ‘especially’ 

employs prepositions to indicate location. Interestingly, ‘with’ appeared as frequently, 

and was as strong and likely a collocate with both nodes at 11 instances with t and MI 

scores of 1.75 and 1.08 respectively. It was most typically used with ‘specially’ to 

express possession; 4 out of 11 instances signalled possession of traits such as 

“specially sculpted light with three flickering candles” while another 4 instances 

signalled possession of specific entities such as “with specially designed white 

cabinets”. With ‘especially’, it was employed mostly to highlight specific situations 

such as “especially with so many injuries” in 5 out of the 11 instances.  

  
Noun collocates of both nodes differ; ‘facts’ was strongly associated with ‘especially’ 

but this was attributed to its thrice occurrences within one concordance line, thus may 

not represent strong collocation. ‘Women’ may be a more likely collocate with a 

relatively higher t score of 2.07, and was used with ‘especially’ to particularly 

highlight this gender. For ‘specially’, most instances of nouns ‘team’ and ‘computer’ 

appeared with the node in descriptions about items pertaining to them, such as 

“specially set-up computer booths”, but were not particularly modified by nor 

interacted with the node. 

 
In summary, this study of concordance samples of ‘specially’ and ‘especially’ 

revealed similarities and differences of usage in both words. Contrary to intuitive 

perceptions of both words being interchangeable, it was observed that ‘specially’ 

typically occurs with verbs and prepositions to emphasize actions while ‘especially’ 

likely appears with its collocates to highlight information. While both collocated with 

nouns, it was observed that ‘specially’ was not directly linked to its noun collocates, 
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but ‘especially’ appeared to provide information on the female gender, which will be 

examined, among other items, in the next section. 

 
4.2 SEMANTIC PROSODY 

  
Semantic prosodies of dominant node-collocate patterns were surfaced using 

Sinclair’s four-stage model (Sinclair 1998), further revealing the typical uses and 

objectives of ‘specially’ and ‘especially’. Firstly, collocations with similar patterns 

were placed in the same table and classified as a particular collocation type. The 

colligational pattern, semantic preference and semantic prosody of each type were 

then surfaced and indicated in its table. In applying this model, collocate instances in 

non-typical positions and irrelevant text were excluded from analysis, indicated in 

parentheses in the following tables. In addition, selected colligation categories have 

adopted grammatical groups such as prepositional phrase, one rank above words on 

the rank-scale, discussed in the Functional Grammar module. This modification 

allowed for a more efficient presentation of patterns identified.  

 
‘Specially’ formed two dominant collocation patterns with verb and preposition 

collocates to emphasize actions, tabulated respectively in following tables 4.3 and 4.4. 

In Table 4.3, the occurrences of ‘specially’ with verbs, adjectives and nouns expressed 

purposeful creation of particular inanimate entities such as “specially designed 

laminated pass” and of trained animate subjects, generating a positive semantic 

prosody of exclusivity for such patterns.  
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Semantic 
Prosody exclusivity 

Semantic 
Preference purposeful creation 

Colligation noun 

specially 

verb adjective noun 

  arranged Queensland and New South 
Wales State of Origin team cards 

 Collocation 
Type 1 

 built  courtroom 

  gym 

 
commissioned 

 bottle 

 one-off items 

  video 

  works 

 composed  music  

 configured  pacemaker 

 
created 

 course  

  footage 

 Children's Adventure world 

 

designed 

purpose-built beds 

  bike 

 white cabinets  

  chambers 

 Tefal non-stick oven dish 

  flag and uniform 

 keyboard and computer stands 

  obstacles 

 laminated pass 

  plastics 

  programs 

  scene 

  seal  

 timing techniques 

 formulated  concrete  

 
made 

 chest  

  pairs 

 (but) inexpensive metal traps 
wig (is)   
 

prepared 
 courses 

 fibreglass display unit 

  menu 

 sculpted  light  

 set-up computer booths 

 
trained 

 dogs  

 women police officers 

  professionals 

  volunteers 
Table 4.3: ‘Specially’ Collocation Type 1 
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Table 4.4 shows word patterns comprising ‘specially’, verbs and prepositional 

phrases. These described actions performed for particular functions such as “created 

specially to ensure” or in specific manners such as “specially made in Belgium”, 

likely serving underlying functions, achieving a positive semantic prosody of 

fulfillment with words such as ‘care’ and ‘please’. 

 Semantic 
Prosody fulfillment 

Semantic 
Preference functional action 

Colligation verb 

specially 

verb  prepositional phrase 

Collocation 
Type 2a 

 asked for a double room 
  built for the project 
  designed for the beginner 
  with Explorers in mind 
designed   by David Hinde 
  engaged for the purpose 
flew over   for the shows  
  flown in from LA  
got in   for them  
  inscribed  with  
jetted in   for the gala opening night 
  made for another house 
  in Belgium 

made 
  for the Frocester Beer Festival 
  for this show 
  in the UK 

  manufactured by Players  
planted    for its blue berries 
  prepared by the Canadian Embassy 
signed   for Buster 
  (suitable)  for Librans 
  tested for us 
  trained for this format 
  written and designed for Cosmo 
wrote   for the session 

Colligation verb verbal group 

Collocation 
Type 2b 

created   to ensure 
  

designed 
to absorb  

  to explore 
  to meet 
  formulated to care  
  made to please 

Table 4.4: ‘Specially’ Collocation Types 2a and 2b 
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‘Especially’ was observed to highlight information with its collocation types, 

illustrated in tables 4.5 to 4.7. Table 4.5 exhibits combinations of ‘especially’ with 

prepositional phrases and adverb ‘when’, emphasizing locational and situational 

information such as with “in Alberta”, “when detailing” and “with clothing”, the latter 

types depicting situations of having particular items. These revealed a semantic 

preference of emphasized circumstance, creating a semantic prosody of focus. 

However, compared to the positive semantic prosodies of ‘specially’, ‘especially’ was 

observed to express negative connotations with words such as ‘injuries’ and ‘crisis’.  

Semantic Prosody focus 
Semantic Preference emphasized circumstance 

Colligation 

especially 
 

prepositional phrase 

Collocation Type 1a 

around the face  
for longer cooking  
in Alberta  
in America 
in College Terrace 
in financial matters 
in news and current affairs 
in the car industry 
in the countryside 
in the couple's situation 
in the environmental field 
in the southern part 
in the Super 12 
in this town 
in your family  
(now) at Christmas 
through the actions  
with all the luxuries 
with clothing 
with so many injuries 
with the arrival 
with your course mates  

Colligation adverbial group 

Collocation Type 1b 

when detailing  
when he said  
when it proves to be 
when it's not  
when the Gulf crisis pushed up 
when the jail sentence came to  

Table 4.5: ‘Especially’ Collocation Types 1a and 1b 
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Word patterns comprising noun phrases before and/or after ‘especially’ emphasized a 

specific entity such as “social facts” from a more generic classification, tabulated in 

Table 4.6. Consequently, this deliberate emphasis on sub-categories resulted in a 

semantic prosody of magnification, drawing attention to these over generic categories. 

Similar to its prior collocation type, ‘especially’ has greater tendencies than 

‘specially’ to generate negative images and sentiments with words such as ‘risk’ and 

‘battle’, which depict undesirable situations.  

Semantic 
Prosody magnification 

Semantic 
Preference highlighting specific from general 

Colligation noun phrase 

especially 

noun phrase 

Collocation 
Type 2 

  a risk  
Battered women   
  his father's season-long battle 
(not) ordinary working-class 
(And) (not) women 

many councils small authorities 
facts social facts 
Egypt Syria 
another generation the girls 

media the Labour-supporting Daily 
Record 

every issue (which arises, and) those concerned with money 
Old women   
law-abiding people women 

Table 4.6: ‘Especially’ Collocation Type 2 

In Table 4.7, collocation of ‘especially’ with adjectives such as “especially good” 

qualified the nouns appearing before or after such combinations. By attributing 

specific traits to inanimate objects or animated subjects, these patterns described 

entities by highlighting their particular attributes. For this word pattern, one instance 

of negative semantic prosody was observed when ‘especially’ appeared with 

‘shocking’. 
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Table 4.7: ‘Especially’ Collocation Type 3 

While ‘specially’ and ‘especially’ may be deduced as being employed differently in 

texts, the former in emphasizing action and the latter in highlighting information with 

tendencies for negative connotation, of particular interest are the noun collates of 

‘especially’, ‘women’ and ‘facts’. Two of five collocations with ‘women’ conveyed 

positive messages, in expressing items “especially appealing” to young women and 

describing women as particularly “law-abiding people”. However, the remaining 

instances appeared with “battered women” and elderly females “seen as oversexed”, 

and in messages that particularly excluded women in “especially not women”, 

transmitting negatively-tinted messages. While ‘women’ did not surface as a strong 

collocate of ‘specially’, the singular variant ‘woman’ appeared before the phrase 

“specially made to please”; representing the gender mass noun, it likened women to 

inanimate objects that could be constructed. In addition, ‘please’ followed with the 

Semantic 
Prosody description 

Semantic 
Preference exceptional attribute 

Colligation noun verb noun 

especially 

adjective 
preposi
-tional 
phrase 

verb noun 

Collocation 
Type 3 

All of which is  appealing     
assumptions were  common     

   effective  in this 
work  

were service-
men 

Mr Hall (who 
lives on the 
coast of New 
South Wales 
himself) 

is  good  

   

Attainment (in 
most lessons)  exceeds  national 

expectations good  
   

dust (which is)   plentiful     
Bonds 
(denominated 
in European 
currencies) 

were  popular 

   

Britain’s 
figures  are  shocking  

   

This is  true     
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mass noun ‘man’, creating the message that women are to be viewed as objects that 

have been particularly created for the pleasure of men. In contrast, the instance of 

“specially trained women police officers” portrayed females positively in professional 

and societally important roles of law enforcers. Thus, the relatively frequent 

occurrences of ‘especially’ in adverse descriptions of females compared to ‘specially’ 

reinforced the deduction that ‘especially’ is more typically used in negative 

representations, particularly of females, than ‘specially’. 

  
‘Facts’ collocated with ‘especially’, but this relation was attributable to its thrice 

occurrences within one concordance line. While such irregular items may occur in 

random concordance samples, this surfaced the efficiency limitations of t and MI 

scores as sieves of real collocation. This concern will be discussed, among other 

issues, in the next section. 

 
5. DISCUSSION 

   
5.1 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

  
The study of ‘specially’ and ‘especially’ revealed similarities and differences in usage 

and semantic prosodies, supplementing dictionary definitions of both words stated in 

Section 3 with more precise descriptions. ‘Specially’ typically describes actions, 

occurring with verbs and prepositions to illustrate exclusive activities which fulfill 

specific functions and generate further collocation with nouns. In contrast, ‘especially’ 

exhibits inclinations towards informative descriptions that draw focus to or magnify 

specific entities or qualities, and has been observed to generate negative semantic 

prosodies in co-occurrences with negatively connoted words. Of particular interest are 

both words’ co-occurrence with words describing the female gender. ‘Specially’ 

appeared to accord females a status inferior to that of males but counterbalanced with 

positively connoted usage. ‘Especially’ exhibited relatively more instances of negative 
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semantic prosody in describing the characteristics of women and their undesirability 

such as with the negation ‘not’. The above observations signal the relatively more 

frequent use of ‘especially’ in negative expressions. 

  
These preliminary findings, while cannot be taken as representative of the whole use 

of both words in English Language, has nevertheless surfaced subtle differences in 

usage patterns and implied meanings, in line with the discussion on Oxford 

Dictionaries Online (2014) detailing the words’ similarity in generic meaning of 

particularity, differing only in structural patterns of use. The online dictionary’s 

example of using ‘despised’ typically with ‘especially’ but not ‘specially’ also 

reinforces current findings on the greater tendency of ‘especially’ to collocate with 

negative connotations. It must be iterated that both words may express similar ideas, 

but care must be taken when employing them to surface inherent notions. 

 
5.2 LIMITATIONS AND ISSUES 

 
5.2.1 EFFICIENCY OF QUANTITATIVE MEASURES  

 
While MI and t tests were useful in highlighting significant collocations, there are 

limitations to their efficiency. MI surfaces words that co-occur proportionally 

frequently compared to their expected co-occurrences in random order, which may not 

reflect real collocation; ‘facts’ topped collocates of ‘especially’ in MI score but was 

not as significant a collocate. T test is relatively reliable in sieving real collocation but 

assumes normally distributed probabilities of word occurrences, which is generally 

not true (Church and Mercer 1993, cited in Manning 1999). To overcome these 

concerns, alternative measures such as Pearson’s chi-square test for large samples and 

log-likelihood ratios for small samples could be considered. Comparable in reliability 

to the t test, sans the normal distribution assumption, both may be applied in 

hypothesis tests where rejection of null hypotheses concludes collocation occurrence. 
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5.2.2 SAMPLE SIZE 

 
While the findings from the analysis in this essay support general observations of the 

words examined, the small concordance samples employed warrant further validation 

of these claims. Further random concordance samples of the same or larger size could 

be obtained and examined for the same usage patterns in similar proportions, 

surfacing evidence in support of existing findings and contributing to the strength of 

claims made. Nonetheless, the use of small samples has allowed for successful 

administration of the analysis procedure, which having been observed to work with 

small samples, could now be further applied to larger samples for more rigorous 

results. 

 
5.2.3 LENGTH OF CONCORDANCE SAMPLES 

  
Lengthy sentences in the concordance samples caused the exclusion of real collocates 

such as in “made a 5 per cent brew specially”, where ‘made’ fell outside of the 4:4 

span of ‘specially’. Increasing the span could resolve this, but with the disadvantage 

of surfacing more unrelated terms. Clause boundaries such as punctuation could be 

explored as additional tools for demarcating concordance, since they mark the ending 

of meaningful chunks. Long sentences containing unrelated interspersions also 

generated problems when tabulating collocation patterns, and were adequately 

resolved by excluding these from analysis. Conversely, relevant lengthy descriptions 

were successfully categorized via the use of grammatical categories from systemic 

functional linguistics, facilitating comprehensive analysis. As with the proposal for 

small samples, a solution to the above concerns could be further sampling and 

analysis of concordance data to reinforce existing claims. 
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5.3 PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS TO LANGUAGE LEARNING AND USE 

 
The usefulness of corpus data analysis in surfacing usage trends of words makes it an 

excellent complement to classroom teaching. Using manageable but representative 

samples, students can be taught to conduct simple corpus-based studies for 

discovering word usage and meanings. Students could each examine different 100-line 

random samples of specific words or synonyms and compare collocation findings to 

discover general usage patterns, which may further be examined for grammatical 

correctness. Corpus-driven approaches to language learning as such, by allowing 

students to discover for themselves patterns of real language use, would provide 

valuable and authentic learning experiences. These activities would not only generate 

awareness of how, but also how accurately words are used, from which formal 

grammar rules could be highlighted and taught, as discussed in Tognini-Bonelli 

(2001).  

  
In addition to discovering collocation possibilities, specific collocates that contribute 

to differentiating between synonyms could be highlighted to provide students clearer 

definitions of similar words, via the t test for hypothesis testing of differences outlined 

in Manning (1999). In this test, the null hypothesis postulates the average difference 

as zero, acceptance of which implies no difference in co-occurrence frequencies of a 

word with each node, making it a weak meaning indicator for the nodes examined. 

Higher calculated t score of difference signals greater significance of collocate 

occurrence with one node than the other as a strong meaning indicator. This will be 

demonstrated below using prior concordance data for nodes ‘specially’ and 

‘especially’. The nodes’ ten most significant collocates from analysing the 100-line 

concordance samples, their independent frequencies and occurrences with both nodes 

were surfaced from the entire BoE corpus, tabulated in Table 5.1.  
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Table 5.1: Hypothesis Testing of Differences 

Of the seven verb collocates of ‘specially’, ‘designed’ and ‘made’ exhibited the 

highest t scores 20.73 and 20.45 respectively, contributing most significantly to its 

meaning. The latter together with ‘prepared’, ‘built’ and ‘team’ did not occur with 

‘especially’, reinforcing their roles in lending meaning specifically to ‘specially’. 

Interestingly, the negative t scores of preposition collocates ‘for’ and ‘with’ illustrated 

Node Collocating 
Word (w) 

Independent 
Frequency 

Frequency 
(especially + w) 

Frequency 
(specially + w) 

t score 
(Difference)  

Specially 

designed 42021 217 914 20.73 

for 3972098 7482 1427 -64.15 

made 367989 0 418 20.45 

trained 18513 34 330 15.51 

commissioned 5943 18 241 13.86 

created 36524 89 152 4.06 

prepared 42477 0 132 11.49 

built 50764 0 211 14.53 

team 170526 0 23 4.80 

with 2912052 5226 571 -61.14 

Especially 

in 8143020 16943 1017 118.84 

when 995221 6182 0 78.63 

women 213939 1191 31 33.18 

with 2912052 5226 571 61.14 

facts 16759 0 0 NA 

those 326168 2758 56 50.94 

many 385407 1274 0 35.69 

and 10608346 14056 1233 103.71 

your 601144 1004 86 27.81 

another 268133 0 0 NA 
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their relatively infrequent occurrences with ‘specially’ compared to ‘especially’, 

rendering them inappropriate as meaning indicators for ‘specially’. It can thus be 

interpreted that ‘specially’ is used typically to define actions. For ‘especially’, 

prepositions ‘with’ and ‘in’, its most significant collocate with t score 118.84, together 

with ‘when’ appended situational meaning while ‘those’, ‘many’, ‘and’ and ‘your’ 

emphasized the exceptionality of entities; ‘especially’ is thus shown as being used 

mainly in describing situations and things. Reinforcing findings from Section 4, 

‘women’ collocated more frequently with ‘especially’, emphasizing its use typically 

with the female gender while ‘facts’, together with ‘another’, did not co-occur 

significantly with this node, rendering the t test of difference an effective check on 

such questionable collocates. The relatively more frequent occurrence of ‘especially’ 

in the corpus can also be attributed to its typical use with high frequency words such 

as ‘in’ and ‘and’, which provides an explanation for this phenomenon. 

  
Commercially, professionals working with language would find corpus analysis a 

handy tool in creating effective texts. Using sub-corpora relating to specific genres or 

fields of interest, they not only can identify the most appropriate words for conveying 

the exact tone and message required, but also examine typical patterns of language use 

for critical analysis of their own writing and language competency. 
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6. CONCLUSION  

  
In this essay, quantitative analysis of two synonyms has been conducted to reveal 

differences in usage and meanings, through a comparison of collocation, phraseology 

and semantic prosody. The quantitative observations support general understandings 

from daily usage and dictionary definitions, reinforcing intuitive knowledge of word 

use with more exact references to word patterns and their meanings. While these 

results were insightful, they represent exploratory findings to be further validated 

through additional sampling and/or alternative quantitative measures.  

  
Nevertheless, the analysis methodology presented in this essay must surely be useful 

to both language users and learners, from my experience as both a writer and a 

teacher. For language users, writers or readers alike, a deeper knowledge of actual use 

and meaning of similar words will provide greater accuracy in creating and 

understanding texts and their underlying meanings. For learners, particularly second 

or foreign language students who grapple with subtle differentiations between 

synonyms, word explanations that clearly distinguish their usage patterns and positive 

or negative meanings would encourage confidence in using similar yet differentiated 

words. 
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APPENDIX 1A: ‘SPECIALLY’ 100-LINE CONCORDANCE SAMPLE 

Total occurrences in Bank of English corpus: 6463  

exact, arcane science open only to specially trained professionals who can 
Portrayed in an enchanting, specially designed scene, this Precious 

of Smith College, she also teaches specially designed programs in creativity 
transitions of tungsten-179. Using specially designed timing techniques, we 

a new generation of huge telescopes specially designed to explore the world of 
a mix of living human cells and specially designed plastics. Indeed, tissue 

with the past, the team has its own specially designed flag and uniform. NPR's 
the early hours training in his specially built gym in the Grosvenor House 

<p> PENGUINS are wearing 1,000 specially -knitted jumpers to stop them 
club chiefs are having two specially -made pairs jetted in from Egypt 

General Crack - worked over his specially designed obstacles. The trainer 
the traditional formal kilt and is specially designed to meet today's demand 

Cameron Mackintosh jetted in specially for the gala opening night. The 
a painstaking process. Each wig is specially made and coloured contact lenses 

strip for your team, designed specially by David Hinde. Each week, we'll 
Pro Box gloves. He signed them specially for Buster, and on the right 
and four giant screens showing a specially commissioned video of the city's 

this man a stock of cigarettes specially manufactured by Players with no 
a little lower. At a viewpoint I specially like. I remember -- it's the 

certain careers and professions as specially suitable for Librans. The 
telling by Tarot Cards, <f> is specially designed for the beginner. <p> 

see page 60). This time needs to be specially reserved and protected from any 
delivered all my lovely ashtrays specially inscribed with and I have packed 

is why the beds at Helen House are specially -designed, purpose-built beds, 
a temporary case until work upon a specially -prepared fibreglass display unit 

controls, so stepped in with a specially created course, drawing on a 
a verbal offer or ordered from the specially prepared menu you have no 

formulation of its three sunscreens specially selected to deflect and filter 
On request, a number of specially romantic indulgences can be 

to be stripped off and mixed with specially -formulated concrete in stainless 
Claudine The Inflatable One", specially for the session. Recorded at the 

regular exercisers alike, and was specially written and designed for Cosmo by 
planted a bush of Viburnum davidii specially for its blue berries. Although it 

kitchen which is fitted with specially designed white cabinets. The wall- 
earlier this year. It includes specially shot footage of the band, 

the drills before sowing will help, specially is a little well-moistened peat 
of the American civil war and a specially created Children's Adventure 

five entries we open will receive a specially designed laminated pass that will 
one was cast out and replaced by a specially made chest fitted with an 
our favourite flower, and they are specially welcome as they are the first 

A lot of metal had to be shaped specially . <p> After pulling my foot out in 
Villa (Sky Sport, 7pm) or hear specially crafted tracks by Fretblanket and 

pleased to try out a new variety, specially when it promises to be just a 
a lucky purchase: they had been specially made for another house but turned 

but is quite different, I had made specially in the UK, and it took five 
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and conditions such as vitiligo. Specially trained volunteers, all 
enthusiasts should order some the specially -shaped sushi covered in red 
smoother ride that he got from the specially designed bike, and indeed was in 

from a selection of samples and specially commissioned one-off items. Shown 
Skincare wipes have been created specially to ensure the smoothest, most 

as well as Barbie in her own specially decorated party tune play room, 
singer Gerhard Husch. He responded specially well to Schwarzkopf: `I just knew 

1961), a couple of replica Ferraris specially built for the project and the 
unit was placed in the foyer of a specially established mortgage broker's 
He also made a 5 per cent brew specially for the Frocester Beer Festival, 

bout of surgery during which the specially -configured pacemaker was fitted. 
letters to Aitken's lawyer, specially engaged for the purpose, Michael 

offices and factories - except in specially designated smoking areas equipped 
series goes for lots of intense, specially composed music, splashy sound 

that it has been tampered with. A specially designed seal around the edge of 
specimens can also be viewed in specially -designed chambers. The new 

Norman Smith reports. The team of specially trained women police officers who 
paint we can use, which has been specially tested for us, and the 

experienced professional narrators specially trained for this format? Ask if 
the proposed intervenor <p> is specially affected by the decision facing 

of salmon salad and roast venison specially prepared by the Canadian Embassy, 
it's all available in the specially set-up computer booths, with 

telephones and computer keyboards. Specially designed keyboard and computer 
and all the jewellery was made specially for this show." Mr Cameron 

successful NRL team card series. Specially arranged Queensland and New South 
valance has been replaced, it being specially made in Belgium. My favourite 

Medicated Skincare Range has been specially formulated to care for greasy 
Social and ladies programmes, specially themed evening packages and 

Dish. </h> <!--picture--> <p> This specially designed Tefal non-stick oven 
little harbours. The holiday is specially designed with Explorers in mind, 

95 <p> PHOTO] <h> Heel Cushion </h> Specially designed to absorb impact damage 
particularly in our chromed version specially imported from France. It chops, 
the Battenburg cake she had got in specially for them and which the girls 
m. Brussels time, I stood before a specially convened meeting of the Perm Reps 

So 50 percent of the cost of the specially processed foods was deductible as 
on his tribute. `Woman is specially made to please man," intended `to 

if he needs to, anybody at all and specially Arnold Friend. If the place got 
backyard, home or office." Using specially made but inexpensive metal traps, 

<p> Well, I was. I ordered them specially . They couldn't believe I just 
in Hong Kong, flew over to Paris specially for the shows at Dior, Chanel and 

mean?" Yes... and mum, she said she specially asked for a double room..." Oh 
also said he hoped the trial, at a specially built courtroom, could begin on 
and keyboard sampler - for four specially commissioned works. Only Edward 
City on Tuesday, is to receive a specially commissioned bottle of champagne 

husband, Rande Gerber. With doormen specially flown in from LA, this newcomer 
Albacore biplanes -their undersides specially painted black -826 Squadron made 

arm has been given free access to specially created footage of Lara Croft 
chiefs are considering deploying specially trained dogs equipped with bullet- 
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Nesbitt, for whom Murphy's Law was specially written -whose writing treads a 
GE nor Delancey is being granted specially favourable deals. It would be 
been rebuilt with the addition of a specially sculpted light with three 

confine snowcarts this season to specially prepared courses on gradients 
<ZGY> was amongst them. So I asked specially if he might come and see me. Er 

Guys will you'll find would like to specially where some guys will like to 
<F0X> Mm. <F0X> go out specially <ZGY> <F0X> Yeah. <F0X> 
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APPENDIX 1B: ‘ESPECIALLY’ 100-LINE CONCORDANCE SAMPLE 

Total occurrences in Bank of English corpus: 69102  

codependent behaviors. This is especially a risk in the American Indian 
And some mystical experiences, especially those that are drug-induced, lead 
spent academically engaged was especially predictive of achievement (also 

organizational goals. This is especially true when line and staff officers 
open, and understandable to all. Especially to a Danish housewife. <h> 

research being commissioned, especially in the environmental field, 
fairly militant views that Egypt, especially Syria, have taken in the hopes of 

the projected budget cuts will be especially difficult to absorb because they 
the hands of law-abiding people, especially women, so they can protect 

of the value of paper currency, especially that of his native land, Romania. 
that their government is for sale, especially to lobbyists for foreign 
and knows how to pass the ball, especially to create chances for others. I 

it. I'm against them being freed - especially with all the luxuries that they' 
Gascoigne. <p> He gave me hope, especially when he said how Shearer had 

place to go and watch football, especially on the derby days that will be 
quite difficult to break down, especially against the elements." Tobermore 
Athlone has been reasonable, especially at Long Island and Nallys Farm 

main thing was to get the points, especially with so many injuries." <hl> 
availing of all of his resources, especially Colin Hawkins. It would be simply 
<p> Well, it's hard to &hellip; especially now, at Christmas, with the 

to face facts; for facts, especially social facts, were becoming 
of every issue which arises, and especially those concerned with money or 

lots more good than harm. This is especially true for the majority of people, 
in some form of dust (which is especially plentiful in urban areas), 

to resettle the refugees. Especially effective in this work were 
summer, when it gets dark earlier. Especially not on a stormy night, which this 

a high proportion of terpenes, especially dextro limonene (see Figure 3.6) 
sometimes together with a star, especially in the southern part of North 

spiritual needs of another, especially if that other has not elected to 
God-like wish to make God Man-like especially like Twentieth century man, have 

of fashion and offer good value, especially for longer cooking and older 
any more." <p> All of which is especially appealing to young women who want 

not ordinary working-class. And especially not women. That's a huge section 
add extra interest to a window, especially if it's partnered with a shaped 

rather than actually rotate it, especially when it's not under any tension. 
Silverstone from the United States especially for the reunion by its owner 

got to be able to laugh at things, especially in this town. I inject humour 
reflexively hostile to novelists, especially young ones. <p> Many of the more 
audience. Visit some galleries, especially in America, and the paintings 

are opening in your career, especially through the actions of others, 
last is the pinnacle of the week - especially with your course mates in the 

feels like a dad to them, and especially in your family where your 2-year- 
breaking into self-confidence especially when detailing Edward's sexual 

of argument when many councils especially small authorities - took the view 
service of science are laudable, especially if their theme is that `science 
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classical" music world: composers especially have become much more open to 
daunting business. The basic rule, especially with clothing, is to select on 

something with your voice in mind, especially when it proves to be something 
man reverberates around the world, especially someone as compassionate and 

of New South Wales himself) is especially good at evoking the primitive 
this occasion, that advice seemed especially sensible because of (a) what has 

in European currencies were especially popular, making up some 60% of 
speed new-product development, especially in the car industry. What he must 
as China, Taiwan and Russia, are especially vulnerable to trade sanctions 
how they transport heat and salt, especially heat, if we're interested in 

that higher commodity prices, especially oil, and further cuts in state 
economy began to slow down and especially when the Gulf crisis pushed up 

the University of New York. What especially appealed to us about Madeline was 
appropriate for telecommuting -- especially tasks where a person works alone, 

project difficult at any time but especially <p> <p> formidable under wartime 
began in western Canada, especially in Alberta. With the discovery 

of digital sound in the 1970s, and especially with the arrival of digital tape 
its shameful policy and this was especially so as it applied to Jews who were 

games missed with suspensions, and especially his father's <p> season-long 
than the public would tolerate, especially when the jail sentence came to a 

that surrounds jazz music -- especially to de-fog the skills that are 
and I'm sure they will respond, especially in the Super 12, but each needs 

fortunes and rare courage -- especially from the rival captains. And, 
finished. `It is tough to take, especially after the MRI scans and the 

good moisture cream is essential, especially during cold winters, and 
and help, they become irritable, especially over small matters of little 

in space or time, is forbidden. Especially , teleological influences of final 
fond of all the Roosevelts, but especially of Eleanor, who had often come 

fatal attack. <p> Battered women especially are in a double bind. Leaving the 
the Basque Provinces and Navarre, especially in the countryside. According to 

of Bolshevik tactics, and especially those of Russian Bolshevism, in 
offers another chance for repair, especially in the couple's situation. For 

chemicals. Such assumptions were especially common in Germany in the 1930s, 
books don't get written that way. Especially not books containing any crumb of 

controls on economic activity, especially international trade. 
of international regimes, see especially Stephen D. Krasner, ed., special 

him to her power." Old women especially were seen as oversexed. Much of 
in the marketplace." And maybe especially if it's someone else's 

houses on undersized lots, especially in College Terrace. But I have 
of pre-competition days, especially in news and current affairs. Then 

through in another generation, especially the girls. I feel so strongly 
little touches here and there, especially around the face # In case you 

supply from the flanks has been especially helpful to the 19-goal centre- 
to sneer at the food on planes, especially those who'd be hard pushed to 

or Chinese. Many people, especially people from the ethnic minorities 
record. Britain's figures are especially shocking in large cities such as 

would have greater autonomy, especially in financial matters. <p> Labour' 
have experienced a downbeat day - especially since it followed the excitement 
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account of the legal implications, especially the fact that purchases will be 
and pale blue. And other models, especially a woman called J.Y.M., begin to 
exceeds national expectations ... especially good in art, English, geography, 
war of attrition with the media -- especially the Labour-supporting Daily 

some of the things they play, especially the quaint early English music. 
issues you're very welcome. Erm er especially prison officers who are listening 

should really <F02> Yeah. <F01> especially the one that's got the driving 
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APPENDIX 2A: ‘SPECIALLY’ 100-LINE COLLOCATES – T & MI SCORES 

  

Collocate 
Occurrence 

with node 
t score 

 
Collocate 

Occurrence 

with node 
MI score 

designed 21 4.566219 

 

commissioned 4 8.560544 

for 21 3.036464 

 

designed 21 8.130971 

made 9 2.781202 

 

fitted 3 7.445759 

trained 5 2.2213 

 

trained 5 7.243065 

commissioned 4 1.9947 

 

created 4 5.940701 

created 4 1.967425 

 

prepared 4 5.722842 

prepared 4 1.962116 

 

built 4 5.465693 

built 4 1.954725 

 

computer 3 4.915305 

team 4 1.847913 

 

made 9 3.777665 

with 11 1.750475 

 

team 4 3.717405 

fitted 3 1.722111 

 

<F0X> 3 3.529072 

and 28 1.715488 

 

them 4 1.780978 

computer 3 1.674632 

 

been 6 1.642608 

been 6 1.664886 

 

for 21 1.56767 

<F0X> 3 1.581975 

 

my 3 1.343137 

them 4 1.417956 

 

new 3 1.210142 

jetted 2 1.413485 

 

its 3 1.208912 

formulated 2 1.412077 

 

she 4 1.104611 

keyboard 2 1.410141 

 

with 11 1.082601 

footage 2 1.408911 

 

all 4 0.999658 

equipped 2 1.405483 

 

which 4 0.989135 

chiefs 2 1.402501 

 

this 6 0.955733 

shaped 2 1.40009 

 

are 6 0.747529 

replaced 2 1.389516 

 

or 4 0.739208 
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APPENDIX 2B: ‘ESPECIALLY’ 100-LINE COLLOCATES – T & MI SCORES 

 
 

Collocate 
Occurrence 

with node 
t score 

 
Collocate 

Occurrence 

with node 
MI score 

in 29 2.68794 

 

facts 3 6.649643 

when 8 2.200795 

 

women 5 3.712124 

women 5 2.065406 

 

those 4 2.781688 

with 11 1.750475 

 

another 3 2.649304 

facts 3 1.714792 

 

many 4 2.540896 

those 4 1.709101 

 

good 3 2.18527 

many 4 1.656268 

 

when 8 2.172225 

and 27 1.554517 

 

your 4 1.899505 

your 4 1.463859 

 

if 5 1.50923 

another 3 1.455917 

 

people 3 1.395713 

if 5 1.450458 

 

some 3 1.382818 

applied 2 1.389675 
 

all 5 1.321619 

cuts 2 1.382228 

 

with 11 1.082601 

heat 2 1.380518 

 

were 4 1.015483 

matters 2 1.379382 

 

in 29 0.997614 

good 3 1.351165 

 

are 7 0.969943 

all 5 1.341367 

 

this 6 0.955733 

true 2 1.325116 

 

so 3 0.846551 

someone 2 1.312591 

 

would 3 0.782831 

difficult 2 1.311937 

 

is 12 0.677377 

value 2 1.310788 

 

who 3 0.599673 

english 2 1.310596 

 

which 3 0.574056 

trade 2 1.303676 

 

and 27 0.512909 

is 12 1.297894 

 

that 11 0.436126 


